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Abstract
We propose SecNav, a new protocol for securing wire-

less navigation systems. This protocol secures local-
ization and time-synchronization in wireless networks
by relying on devices’ awareness of presence in the
power-range (coverage area) of navigation stations. We
perform a detailed security analysis of SecNav and
show that, compared to existing secure navigation ap-
proaches, it prevents the widest range of attacks on nav-
igation. Our implementation of SecNav, using 802.11b
devices, shows that this scheme can be efficiently imple-
mented with existing technologies.
1 Introduction

The use of location and time information in wire-
less networks is broad and ranges from enabling net-
working functions (i.e., position-based routing) to en-
abling applications (e.g., location-based access con-
trol, data harvesting, emergency and rescue). Re-
searchers have therefore proposed a number of posi-
tioning [56, 57, 37, 1, 19, 4, 32] and time synchroniza-
tion [47, 9, 12, 31, 48, 43, 9, 20] techniques for wireless
networks, based on a wide range of technologies, includ-
ing measurements of the strength and time of propaga-
tion of radio and ultrasonic signals.

Recently, researchers have shown that localization
and time-synchronization techniques are highly vulner-
able to signal manipulation attacks [58, 24, 53, 44, 13].
To cope with this problem, a number of solutions were
proposed, some relying on bidirectional communication
between the infrastructure and the nodes [26, 55, 53, 41,
13, 30, 45, 46], and some on unidirectional (broadcast)
navigation signals emitted by the infrastructure [25, 24].
Bidirectional communication between the infrastructure
and devices helps in reducing the set of possible at-
tacks on localization and time synchronization, notably,
through the use of security primitives like distance-
bounding [2, 17, 41, 50, 33], authenticated ranging [55]
and delay estimations [13]; these primitives can be used
to efficiently prevent pulse-delay attacks on synchroniza-
tion and signal replay attacks on localization.

In broadcast-based navigation schemes, however,
such bi-directional primitives cannot be used and these
scheme are therefore highly vulnerable to attacks based
on navigation signal replays. Range-free secure localiza-

tion scheme by Lazos et al. [25], is vulnerable to selec-
tive signal replay attacks, if jamming of navigation bea-
cons cannot be detected by the localized devices. This
problem was partially addressed by Kuhn in [24] in the
context of securing range-based navigation, where the
replay of individual navigation signals is prevented by a
late disclosure of signal spreading codes. However, this
solution is vulnerable to replays of aggregated naviga-
tion signals.

In this work, we propose SecNav, a novel secure nav-
igation protocol, based on navigation signal broadcasts,
which does not require bidirectional communication be-
tween the infrastructure and navigation devices. We
show that this protocol prevents a wide range of attacks
on localization and time synchronization, including lo-
cation spoofing attacks using aggregated signal replays.
SecNav relies on integrity coding [49] of navigation sig-
nals and on devices’ awareness of their presence in the
coverage area of navigation stations (e.g., within a build-
ing, university campus, or a city). We show how this
coding prevents message manipulation attacks and pro-
tects the integrity and the authenticity of transmitted
navigation messages. We further show how the require-
ment of devices’ and/or users’ awareness of presence in
the (wider) coverage area of the infrastructure can be
efficiently ensured in a number of applications. To the
best of our knowledge, SecNav is also the first secure
broadcast-based time synchronization system for local-
area and sensor networks.

We propose two instances of SecNav: SecNav-R,
which secures range-based navigation, and SecNav-F,
which secures range-free navigation. Our implementa-
tion of SecNav-F using 802.11b shows that this scheme
can be efficiently implemented using available technolo-
gies. Compared to SecNav-R and to distance-bounding-
based secure localization approaches, SecNav-F is light-
weight and does not require any high-speed processing
hardware. However, given that SecNav-F is a range-
free navigation scheme, it generally does have a lower
accuracy than range-based schemes.

The application domain of SecNav is wide; this sys-
tem can be effectively used for secure in-door and out-
door localization and synchronization of individual wire-
less devices, whose communication is supported by an
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Figure 1. Broadcast Navigation: Navigation
stations (BS) broadcast navigation messages
(mi(ts)), based on which a receiver (B) determines
its location and correct time reference. A set of
locations from which navigation messages can be
heard forms the infrastructure coverage area.

infrastructure, but equally for localization and synchro-
nization in multi-hop sensor and ad-hoc networks. Al-
though intended primarily for smaller local environ-
ments (e.g., company buildings, university campuses),
with appropriate technology and legislation in place,
SecNav can be equally used in larger areas.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we describe our system and the attacker models
and we state the observed problem. In Sections 3 and 4,
we describe our secure navigation schemes. In Section 5,
we present a security analysis of SecNav. In Section 6,
we describe the robustness and implementation of Sec-
Nav and related measurement results. In Section 7, we
present the related work. Finally, we conclude the paper
in Section 8.
2 System Model and Problem

Statement
Before stating our problem, we first describe the ob-

served system.
2.1 System model

Our system consists of a set of stations forming a
navigation infrastructure which provides radio signals
that enable devices to determine their location and to
obtain an accurate time reference. We assume that the
stations are strategically located such that they cover a
given physical space (e.g., a university campus). Here,
we consider that a point in space is covered by the in-
frastructure if it is within the communication range of
at least four infrastructure stations. We further assume
that the navigation infrastructure is under the control
of an authority and that the stations are protected such
that they cannot be compromised by an adversary. Each
navigation device is aware that there is at least one hon-
est navigation infrastructure that covers the space in
which it resides; otherwise, little can be done to enable
secure navigation. This awareness is achieved through
public authenticated knowledge (e.g., owners of devices
are made aware of the presence of the infrastructure by
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Figure 2. (a) Range-based navigation: B de-
termines its locations and time reference by
measuring pseudo-ranges, which consist of true
ranges |Li− p| between B and BSi and of a ranging
error c · δ caused by an offset between B’s clock
and clocks of navigation stations. (b) Range-
free navigation: B estimates its location within
the intersection of power ranges (R) of naviga-
tion stations, whose beacons it hears. B syn-
chronizes to the infrastructure by observing the
timestamps contained in navigation messages.

local civil authorities). We note that the adversary is
not prevented from setting-up her own navigation in-
frastructure covering the same space covered by the le-
gitimate infrastructure. We observe two types of broad-
cast navigation systems: range-based and range-free lo-
calization systems. We first describe the range-based
localization system.

2.1.1 Range-based localization
Here, we consider navigation systems that have the

same or similar mode of operation as the Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS) [14]. This means that in these
systems, stations emit navigation signals, based on
which navigation devices determine their location and
time reference. Like in GPS, we assume that naviga-
tion stations are tightly synchronized and emit naviga-
tion signals simultaneously (up to a measurable drift).
Each navigation signal si, contains a timestamp ts of
the time at which it was sent and a location Li of the
base station BSi that sent it. Upon collecting at least
four signals and registering their reception times, the
navigation device calculates the distances to the sta-
tions, and determines its location p and time reference
by multilateration. This is illustrated on Figure 1. The
cumulative signal observed at the navigation device at
time t is given by the following expression:

r(p, t) = ∑
i

Ai(p, t) · si(ts − |Li − p|
c

+ δ)+n(p,t) (1)

where Ai(p, t) and n(p, t) are the strength of the signal
si and the noise at location p and time t, respectively; δ
is the de-synchronization error between the device and
the navigation stations, and c is the speed of light in
vacuum. Upon the reception of a navigation signal from
station BSi, the device registered its reception time ti

r,
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Figure 3. Examples of attacks on localization: (a) Pulse-delay attack. Navigation messages are delayed
(i.e., by Δ3 and Δ4) by the attacker, causing an increase of measured ranges and the computation of a
spoofed location p′ by the device B; (b) Replay of aggregated navigation signals. Navigation messages
from location p′ are relayed to the device B (at location p), which then believes that it is located at
p′.

from which it computes a pseudo range d̂i to BSi as

d̂i = (ti
r − ts) · c (2)

Each pseudo-range contains (the same) error c ·δ intro-
duced by the offset δ between the device’s and stations’
clocks. By measuring pseudo-ranges to (at least) four
stations, the device can determine it’s location p and
the synchronization offset δ and therefore synchronize
to the stations. This is done by solving (for p and δ)
the following system of (at least four) equations

d̂i = |Li − p|+ c ·δ (3)

where each equation corresponds to one pseudo-range
d̂i measured by B to station BSi. This is illustrated on
Figure 2(a).
2.1.2 Range-free localization

We further consider range-free broadcast navigation
systems. These systems are similar to range-based lo-
calization in that the navigation device determine its
location and synchronizes to the infrastructure based
on the messages that it receives from navigation sta-
tions. The main difference is that, instead of measur-
ing distances to the stations, the device simply regis-
ters from which stations it received the messages and
then estimates its location within the area defined by
the intersection of the power ranges of navigation sta-
tions. This is illustrated on Figure 2(b). Examples of
range-free localization schemes include the proposals of
He et al. in [18] and Lazos et al. in [25]. Similarly,
the device synchronizes to the infrastructure by simply
adjusting its clock to the timestamp contained in the
received beacons. One example of time synchronization
using reference broadcast is described in [9].
2.2 Attacker model

We adopt the following attacker model. We assume
that the attacker Mallory (M) controls the communica-
tion channel in a sense that she can eavesdrop messages,
insert messages, modify and schedule transmitted mes-
sages. More specifically, we assume that the attacker

can relay and delay transmitted messages. We do as-
sume that the attacker cannot disable the communica-
tion channel between infrastructure nodes and naviga-
tion devices (e.g., bu using a Faraday cage to block the
propagation of radio signals). However, the attacker can
jam all transmissions and in that way prevent the trans-
mission of the information contained in the message; the
receiver will therefore still receive the message from the
sender, superimposed by the attacker’s messages. Our
attacker model is similar to the the Dolev-Yao model [8]
in that the attacker controls the communication chan-
nel, but it differs in that the attacker cannot trivially
remove the energy of emitted signals from the channel,
especially if these signals are unpredictable. We detail
this in Section 5.2.

2.3 Attacks on navigation systems
Main security threats to navigation systems are

caused by the forgery and replay of navigation signals.
If signals can be forged by the adversary, she can present
navigation devices with a set of signals corresponding to
any location and time. With appropriate message au-
thentication and integrity protection mechanisms, mes-
sage forgery can be prevented. However, even with sig-
nal authentication, navigation systems remain insecure
due to possible signal replay attacks (which cannot be
prevented using traditional authentication and integrity
protection mechanisms). Specifically, in systems based
on time-of-arrival signals can be relayed and delayed by
the attacker. The simplest form of message replay at-
tack is the pulse-delay attack [53, 13]. In this attack,
the attacker registers the original time-stamped signal
si sent by the infrastructure station and replays it to the
attacked receiver, but with a delay Δi (in some scenar-
ios, for this attack to succeed the attacker also needs to
jam or overshadow the original signal). Here, by sig-
nal overshadowing we mean that the original message
will appear as noise in the attacker’s (much stronger)
signal. The computed pseudo-range at the receiver will
therefore be artificially increased by c ·Δi and will be



computed as follows.

d̂i = |Li − p|− c ·δ+ c ·Δi (4)

If all (four) signals are appropriately delayed by the at-
tacker, the device will estimate its location at a spoofed
location p′. This is illustrated on Figure 3(a). Pulse-
delay attacks have particularly severe impact on local-
ization techniques based on time-of-arrival (TOA) and
on time-difference-of-arrival (TDOA) techniques.

Another form of signal replay attack is the replay of
aggregated navigation signals obtained from other
locations. In this attack, the attacker creates a fast
wormhole [21] between the location which it wants to
convince the device of, and the actual location of the
attacked device. The relayed signal will be stronger than
the original navigation signal at devices’ true location
(i.e., it will overshadow the original signal) and will
therefore make the device believe that it is located at the
location from which the signal is relayed. This attack is
illustrated on Figure 3(b).

Several solutions have been proposed to prevent re-
play attacks, based on signal spreading [24] and on au-
thenticated ranging or distance-bounding [54, 53]. So-
lution based on signal spreading prevents pulse-delay
attacks, but it is vulnerable to replays of aggregated
navigation signals. Solutions based on authenticated
ranging/distance bounding prevent both attacks, but re-
quire bi-directional communication between the infras-
tructure and the receivers.
2.4 Problem statement

Now we state our problem: How can a device B, se-
curely determine its location and time reference in the
presence of an attacker M, based on signals received by
the infrastructure?. Note that in solving this problem,
we focus on the above described localization systems, in
which devices compute their locations and time refer-
ence based on signals emitted by the navigation infras-
tructure. We therefore consider scenarios in which lo-
calization and synchronization are performed passively
by the devices (i.e., devices do not emit any signals in
order to determine their location or to synchronize with
the infrastructure).

3 SecNav-R: Secure Range-based
Broadcast Navigation

In this section, we describe SecNav-R, a novel sys-
tem for securing localization and time synchronization
in broadcast navigation systems. SecNav-R is based
on time-of-flight measurements and, in terms of loca-
tion and time computations, operates as described in
Section 2.1.1. In SecNav-R, navigation stations are
therefore mutually synchronized, cover a given physi-
cal space, and transmit navigation signals containing
station locations and timestamps. Devices that reside
in the station’s coverage area collect navigation signals,
determine pseudo-ranges, and process them in real-time
to obtain their locations and time reference. In this
respect, SecNav is similar to other existing navigation
systems. However, what makes SecNav-R significantly

different is the fact that the navigation signals emitted
by the stations are specifically encoded using integrity-
codes [49] to eliminate the threat of replay attacks; in-
tegrity codes consist of Manchester coding and on-off
keying on the physical layer that also enable straightfor-
ward detection of message overshadowing attacks. Be-
sides integrity codes, navigation messages in SecNav-R
are also protected using digital signatures, which pre-
vent message forging attacks.

In the following section, we describe the process of
encoding of the navigation signal in SecNav-R.
3.1 Signal Encoding

We explain the process of integrity-coding of naviga-
tion signals through an example shown in Figure 4. No-
tice that in order to avoid confusion we refer to the ones
and zeros of the original message as bits and the ones
and zeros of the Manchester encoded message as sym-
bols. In this example base station BSi wants to transmit
a navigation message mi(ts) = BSi‖ts‖Li, containing its
identifier BSi, message sending time ts and its location
Li to navigation devices in its vicinity. Before send-
ing the message, BSi first appends it with the message
signature sigKN{mi(ts)}, generated with the infrastruc-
ture private key KN . Before emitting mi(ts),sigKN{mi(ts)}
over a radio channel, BSi transforms this message as fol-
lows: it applies Manchester (complementary) encoding
rule to mi(ts),sigKN{mi(ts)} that is, each bit “1” of mi(ts)
is encoded as 10 and each bit “0” as 01. The resulting
message is denoted with ci(ts) in Figure 4. Manchester
coding ensures that resulting message ci(ts) consists of
equal number of symbols “1” and “0”. Finally, in order
to transmit ci(ts) over a radio channel, BSi uses on-off
keying modulation at the physical layer. Thus, for each
symbol “1” of ci(ts), the sender emits a random wave-
form during the symbol period T (a fresh random wave-
form is generated for each symbol). For each symbol “0”
of ci(ts), the sender is silent (does not emit any signals)
during a period T (Figure 4). Here, the transmitted
waveforms do not carry any information, but it is the
presence or absence of signal energy in a given time slot
of duration T that conveys information.

In order to retrieve the transmitted message, the nav-
igation device (B) simply measures the energy in the
corresponding time slots of duration T . Let Pr denote
the average power that the receiver measures in a given
time slot of duration T . Let us also denote with P0 and
P1 pre-defined threshold power levels. Here, P1 ≥ P0. For
the given time slot, the receiver B decodes the received
signals as follows:

1. if Pr ≥ P1, output symbol “1”

2. if Pr ≤ P0, output symbol “0”

3. else reject.
Here, the receiver listens on the predefined channel and
for each time slot of duration T it applies the above de-
coding rule to obtain message ci(ts). In section 6, we
show how that this encoding and decoding can be suc-
cessfully performed using 802.11b technology. Finally,
the receiver uses the inverse of Manchester encoding rule
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Figure 4. SecNav navigation message encod-
ing. The navigation message is first encoded
using Manchester coding resulting in message
c(ts), which is then transmitted on the wireless
channel using on-off keying (signal s(ts)). On-off
keying is implemented such that for each “1” of
ci(ts), the station emits a random waveform dur-
ing the symbol period T (a fresh random wave-
form is generated for each symbol), and for each
symbol “0” of ci(ts), the sender is silent (does not
emit any signals) during the period T .

(i.e., 01 → 0, 10 → 1) to retrieve the navigation message
mi(ts).

The protection of the navigation signal
mi(ts),sigKN {mi(ts) here comes from the fact that
simultaneous presence of two different I-coded messages
mi(ts) and m̂i(ts) �= mi(ts) in the same area necessarily
results in an incorrectly demodulated message at a
receiver. Thus, an adversary, in order to change mi(ts)
into a fake message m̂i(ts) �= mi(ts), has to change at
least one bit of mi(ts) (i.e., m̂i(ts) differs in at least
one bit). This implies that the corresponding ci(ts)
and ĉi(ts) �= ci(ts) will differ in at least two symbols.
Moreover, at least one symbol “1” of ci(ts) has to
be converted into “0” in ĉi(ts). In other words, the
adversary has to annihilate (cancel out) the waveform
representing a symbol “1” of ci(ts), otherwise the
receiver cannot correctly demodulate the message
received at the physical layer and it will simply reject
it. By appropriately crafting waveforms representing
symbols “1” (e.g., by making these waveforms random),
the task of canceling them out can be made arbitrarily
hard for the adversary.

Digital signatures make it even more difficult for the
attacker to modify navigation messages. In the pres-
ence of digital signatures, the attacker can only attempt
to convert the original message mi(ts) into a message
m̂i(t ′s < ts) that was already sent by the station in the
past, and cannot forge a new message. This is important
especially for secure time synchronization, as it prevents

that the clocks of navigation devices are shifted ahead
by the attacker; digital signatures cannot, however, pre-
vent that the local clocks of the devices are shifted back
in time. Besides adding to the security of navigation
systems, digital signatures in SecNav add to the robust-
ness of the message transmission. Signatures act as re-
dundancy checks for the messages, and can also be used
for message reconstruction, if local interference modifies
messages in transmission (e.g., turns symbols 0 to 1).

Note here that we assume the navigation signal of BSi
to “always”be present in the observed area. Otherwise,
an adversary could easily insert his/her fake navigation
message. We elaborate further on this in Section 3.3.

To verify the integrity and authenticity of the demod-
ulated navigation message mi(ts), the receiver needs to

(i) verify that it resides in the infrastructure coverage
area

(ii) verify that the channel on which it received the sig-
nal si(ts) is the channel used by the infrastructure

(iii) verify that the demodulated message ci(ts) is valid,
i.e., it contains an equal number of symbols “1” and
“0”

(iv) verify that the demodulated signature sigKN{mi(ts)}
correspond to the demodulated message mi(ts)

If these conditions are fulfilled, device B concludes that
the navigation message mi(ts) is authentic and has been
transmitted by the navigation station BSi. Conditions
(i) and (ii) are generally fulfilled by dissemination of
public information; namely, the wider area that the in-
frastructure covers and the channels that the stations
use can be made publicly available (or disseminated)
by a trusted authority. Condition (iv) is fulfilled by
appropriate dissemination of the infrastructure public
key. Condition (iii) therefore remains the most impor-
tant criterion for the verification of message authenticity
and integrity. As we argued at the end of the previ-
ous section, this condition ensures that if the Manch-
ester encoded message ci(ts) contains an equal number
of symbols “1” and “0”, then it has not been modified in
transmission. This is due to the on-off keying modula-
tion and signal anti-blocking property which prevent “1”
symbols from being flipped, and enable the detection of
signal overshadowing attacks.

3.2 Computing the Location and Time
Reference

Upon the reception of the navigation message, the
navigation device registers the message reception time
ti
r (the reception time of the first symbol of the message),
verifies its authenticity and integrity (as described ear-
lier) and extracts from the message its sending time ts.
From four message sending and reception times, the sta-
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tion computes four pseudo-ranges.

(t1
r − ts) · c = |L1 − p|+ c ·δ

(t2
r − ts) · c = |L2 − p|+ c ·δ

(t3
r − ts) · c = |L3 − p|+ c ·δ

(t4
r − ts) · c = |L4 − p|+ c ·δ

By solving this system of equations, the station com-
putes its location p and the time difference δ between
its clock and the clocks of the stations. Here, ti

r are the
navigation signal reception times, Li are the locations
of navigation stations and c is a speed of light in vac-
uum. An example diagram of message reception times
at the receiver is shown on Figure 5. Here, we assume
that, similarly to GPS receivers [14], navigation devices
in our system can receive navigation signals simultane-
ously on at least four channels (one channel for each
navigation station).

Thus far, we have observed that each station BSi
transmits a single navigation signal si(ts) at time ts.
However, in our system, the absence of legitimate navi-
gation signals in the infrastructure coverage area would
enable an attackers to insert messages and provide false
reference to navigation devices in that area. To prevent
this, in our scheme each navigation station is required to
keep the channel busy by either transmitting valid nav-
igation messages in uninterrupted sequence or by trans-
mitting I-coded sequences that will prevent the attacker
from forging any meaningful messages on that channel.
Note, however, that in this case there has to be a way for
the navigation station BSi to inform the receiver B about
the beginning and the end of any message ci(ts) emit-
ted over the channel. In our navigation system SecNav,
this is achieved by means of the incongruous-delimiter
(I-delimiter). In the following section, we show how
navigation stations (BSi) and navigation devices (B) can

use I-delimiters in order to synchronize securely with re-
spect to the beginning and the end of the transmission
of the given message ci(ts).
3.3 SecNav Message Synchronization

via
Incongruous-Delimiter (I-delimiter)

Assuming that the station transmits sequences of
navigation messages, we implement the navigation mes-
sage delimiters which enable navigation stations (BSi) to
recognize the start and the end of each message (even
if the messages vary in length). We introduce message
delimiters through the following example. Let us as-
sume that the station wants to transmit the following
two codewords consecutively

ci(ts) = 1010011001

ci(ts + Δt) = 1010010101

which, under Manchester encoding rule, correspond to
navigation messages mi(ts) = 11010 and mi(ts) = 11000,
respectively. The station BSi simply emits (using on-off
keying - see Figure 4) the following sequence

delimiter︷ ︸︸ ︷
111000

ci(ts)︷ ︸︸ ︷
1010011001

delimiter︷ ︸︸ ︷
111000

ci(ts+Δt)︷ ︸︸ ︷
1010010101

delimiter︷ ︸︸ ︷
111000

Here, the “delimiter=111000” is a specially constructed
symbol-string such that any successfully demodulated
codeword1 received between any two consecutive “de-
limiters” is authentic. This is true as the delimiter se-
quence 111000 cannot appear as a part of any correctly
encoded message nor can it be forged by an adversary,
given that the adversary cannot convert “1” symbols
to “0” (see Section 5.2). This effectively prevents the
adversary from “shifting” delimiters in time and thus
forging transmitted navigation messages without being
detected.

In the following section, we present the range-free
SecNav (SecNav-F).

4 SecNav-F: Secure Range-Free
Broadcast Navigation

Secure Range-Free Broadcast Navigation (SecNav-F)
relies on the same message (Integrity) coding as SecNav-
R. Navigation messages in SecNav-F have the same for-
mat as those in SecNav-R and are equally separated by
I-delimiters (Section 3.3).

In SecNav-F, every navigation station BSi transmit
navigation messages mi(ts) = BSi‖ts‖Li containing its
identifier BSi, message sending time ts and its location
Li to navigation devices in its vicinity. This message
is appended with the message signature sigKN{mi(ts)},
generated with the infrastructure private key KN . Be-
fore emitting mi(ts), sigKN{mi(ts)} over a radio channel,
BSi transforms this message using integrity coding as
shown on Figure 4.

1In our example, by“successfully demodulated codeword”
we mean the codeword for which the transformation (10 →
1,01 → 0) exists.
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Figure 6. Secure Time Synchronization with
SecNav-F. To synchronize with the infrastruc-
ture station BSi, the receiver (B) sets its local
clock ClB = ts − tPr − tTr.

The navigation device collects messages from stations
for a predefined time period of duration Δt. Upon re-
ceiving messages from at least three (four in the case of
3D localization) navigation stations, the device starts
their verification and the computation of its location.
The duration of Δt is set by the wireless device and it
depends on device’s speed of displacement.

The device first demodulates navigation messages
and verifies their integrity and authenticity by per-
forming the same four message verification steps as in
SecNav-R: (i) verifies that it resides in the infrastructure
coverage area, (ii) verifies that the channel on which it
received the signal si(ts) is the channel used by the in-
frastructure, (iii) verifies that the demodulated message
ci(ts) is valid, i.e., it contains an equal number of sym-
bols “1” and “0” and (iv) verifies that the demodulated
signature sigKN{mi(ts)} correspond to the demodulated
message mi(ts). If these verifications are successful the
navigation device computes its location (xB,yB) within
the area defined by the stations’ ranges. This is illus-
trated on Figure 2(b). One example of such computa-
tion is the Minimum Mean Square Estimate (MMSE),
which computes the devices location as follows:

Let fi(x′B,y′B) = R−√(xi − x′B)2 +(yi − y′B)2

The location (xB,yB) is then obtained by minimizing

F(x′B,y′B) = ∑BSi∈S f 2
i (x′B,y′B)

over all estimates (x′B,y′B)
where Li = (xi,yi) is the location of station BSi, R is the
power range of stations and S is the set of stations whose
messages B received within Δt.

Note that for localization purposes, in SecNav-F,
navigation stations do not need to be mutually synchro-
nized and that navigation messages do not need to be
sent simultaneously. Stations, however, do send naviga-
tion messages continuously.

In SecNav-F, for a navigation device to synchronizes
to the infrastructure it is sufficient that it receives mes-
sages from at least one of the navigation stations. It
then adjusts its local clock ClB as follows:

ClB = ts − tPr − tTr
where ts is the timestamp contained in the navigation
message, tTr is the message transmission time (which
depends on the message length and on the transmission
speed) and tPr is the message propagation time (which
depends on the distance between the station and the de-

vice); tPr is typically few nanoseconds, and it can there-
fore be neglected in most applications. Time Synchro-
nization in SecNav-F is illustrated on Figure 6.

5 Security Analysis

As we already noted, in SecNav, attacks on localiza-
tion are prevented by the construction of the codes used
to encode navigation signals and by devices’ awareness
of presence in the coverage area of the infrastructure.
In the following security analysis, we will assume that
devices and/or users are aware of their presence in the
infrastructure coverage area.

As we already described in Section 2, navigation sys-
tems are vulnerable to a range of attacks by manipula-
tion of navigation signals.

In SecNav, message forgery, manipulation and re-
play is prevented through permanent transmissions of
navigation signals on the communication channel. By
permanent presence of legitimate navigation messages
on all four communication channels and over the entire
infrastructure coverage area, the attacker is prevented
from inserting false navigation messages, without being
detected. If the attacker inserts its (false) navigation
message, this message will interleave with navigation
messages sent by the infrastructure. The receivers will
therefore reject the received superposition of two mes-
sages because the ratio of the number of symbols 1 and
0 in that message will be different from the one expected
at the receivers. Essentially, any message forged by the
attacker, replayed, or simply modified in transmission
will be equally rejected at the receiver as it will change
the ratio of the number of 1s and 0s in the received mes-
sage. Following the same reasoning, we can conclude
that the replay of aggregated navigation signals
will be equally prevented. These aggregated navigation
signals will interleave with legitimate navigation signals
sent by the infrastructure and will cause the receivers
to reject the received signals. If the device is unknow-
ingly displaced from the infrastructure coverage area,
message forgery is still prevented by the use of digital
signatures. However, in our scenario, we assume that
the devices are aware of their presence in the coverage
area of the infrastructure, e.g., on campus; in Section 5.1
we detail how this is ensured.

Since message replay and forgery are prevented
in SecNav, attacks on localization and time-
synchronization by pulse-delays are equally prevented.
E.g., if pulse-delay is attempted by jam-and replay,
this will be detected at the receivers as the messages
replayed by the attacker will be superimposed to the
legitimate messages sent by the infrastructure. Given
that to detect symbols 0 and 1 on the channel, receivers
measure strengths of the received signals (as opposed
to their signal-to-noise ratio), attacks by message
overshadowing will be equally detected. Pulse-delay
attacks with message overshadowing will therefore be
equally detected.



5.1 Awareness of presence
Although SecNav effectively prevents attacks by ma-

nipulation of navigation signals, there are some physi-
cal attacks that SecNav cannot prevent. One example
of such an attack is when the attacker cuts-off node’s
communication to the navigation infrastructure (either
by displacing the node out of infrastructure coverage
area, or by placing it into a Faraday cage) and then
feeds it with false navigation signals. If the users con-
trol their devices, that kind of attacks are highly un-
likely. If, however, the devices are autonomous, such
attacks are hard to prevent, irrespective of the naviga-
tion system, unless the devices can detect displacement
and/or encapsulation.

SecNav relies on the devices awareness of presence
in the infrastructure coverage area. In the case of user-
centric applications, the knowledge of this coverage area
can be made known to the user by a trusted authority;
the user can then use the system only within the in-
tended area. In the case of autonomous devices, what
suffices is that they are once initiated within the in-
frastructure coverage area, where they can securely ob-
tain their location; the devices can then be programmed
never to leave the intended area. Attacks involving
physical removal of the autonomous devices from the
coverage area can be prevented by requiring devices to
occasionally check its proximity to the navigation sta-
tions by means of e.g., authenticated ranging [54] or
distance bounding [2] (these techniques do, however, re-
quire occasional bidirectional communication between
the infrastructure and mobile devices). Alternatively,
these attacks can be prevented by the use of motion
detectors and/or inertial navigation systems [6].

5.2 Preventing the attacker from eras-
ing symbol “1”

So far, we showed that any message manipulation by
the attacker will result in the ratio between the number
of “0”s and “1”s being changed in the message, resulting
in the message rejection at the receiver. Here, we as-
sumed, notably, that the attacker is not able to convert
symbol “1” into “0”, but is only able to convert symbol
“0” into “1”. This scheme provided integrity protection
of transmitted messages and implicitly also enabled the
verification of their authenticity.

In order to erase the signal (symbol “1”) from the
channel, the attacker needs to be able to predict the
shape of the signal at the receiver and send the inverted
signal to the receiver to cancel it out (see Figure 4).
There are several major factors that make it difficult
for the attacker to erase the signal from the channel:
the randomness of the channel, the randomness of the
signal generated at the sender and the mobility of the
navigation device.

To prevent the attacker from erasing the signal, we
implement the following scheme: the sender randomizes
the signals corresponding to symbols “1”. Specifically,
to prevent signal erasure, each symbol “1” of the I-coded
message c is transmitted as a random signal of duration
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Figure 7. Signal strength at 10, 20, 50, 70 and 90
meters. Note that the “symbol width” is much
wider (∼ 10ms) than it needs to be to make the
bits easy to identify.

Ts. Note that we can randomize amplitude, phase, fre-
quency etc. Given the randomness of this signal, it is
difficult for the attacker to flip symbol “1” to “0” as it
would need to predict the shape of the random signal
in order to cancel it. In [49] the authors present a de-
tailed analysis of the effects of the randomness of the
radio signal, on the attacker’s ability to erase it from
the channel.

5.3 Denial of Service Attacks
Although an attacker cannot flip symbol “1” to “0”,

it can simply flip any symbol “0” into “1”, by transmit-
ting on navigation channels. If the attacker continuously
transmits on these channels, it will permanently disrupt
the navigation system. SecNav is not designed to pre-
vent Denial of Service Attacks (DoS) and will not resist
to continuous jamming. However, casual interference
and sporadic jamming will not affect the operation of
SecNav; a short discussion on this is presented in Sec-
tion 6.2. Prevention of jamming on SecNav is part of
our future work.

6 Implementation issues
In this section, we show results of our SecNav imple-

mentation feasibility study. Our study focused on the
robustness of SecNav signals to interference and casual
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Figure 8. SecNav signal with 2 ms bit duration,
resulting in SecNav signal transmission rate of
500 bits/s. The signal is shown with the corre-
sponding symbol- and bit-values underneath.

jamming. We also investigated the maximal reach of
navigation signals, the bit-width and navigation station
deployment issues.

6.1 Transmission range and signal cod-
ing

To receive SecNav signals, the receiver must be able
to reliably detect the presence and absence of signal
on the channel. As described in Section 3.1, symbol
“1” is decoded at the receiver if Pr ≥ P1, where Pr is
the average received signal strength at the receiver dur-
ing the symbol duration period T , and P1 is the pre-
defined signal strength threshold. Equally, if the aver-
age power Pr ≤ P0, the receiver detects symbol “0”. Fig-
ure 7 displays the results of measurements of SecNav
navigational signals at the receiver whose distance from
the sender was changed from 10 to 90 meters (LoS).
In this experiment, the signals were sent using a stan-
dard built-in Atheros 5212 wireless network card and
received by a software radio [59]. Both the transmitter
and the receiver were equipped with built-in omnidirec-
tional antennas, whose gains were not enhanced. The
transmission power at the sender was set to 100mW .
These results show that the receiver can clearly distin-
guish symbol “1” from environmental noise (i.e., symbol
“0”) up to almost 100m. Note that these results can be
further enhanced if higher transmission powers and an-
tenna gains are used at the stations.

Besides the reach of navigation signals, our experi-
ments also included the estimation of the maximal rate
of SecNav navigation signals, using 802.11b devices. Us-
ing available MadWifi [60] drivers we were successful in
transmitting SecNav signals with bit durations of ap-
prox. 2 ms (i.e., symbol durations of approx. 1 ms).
The results of this experiment are illustrated on Fig-
ure 8. This experiment showed that with off-the-shelf
cards and drivers, the data rate of SecNav signals can
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Figure 9. Visualization of equation (5). The
signal marked “Attackers pulse” is the attackers
jamming pulse with width wA and hight pA. Jam-
ming is only successful if the shaded area δ · pA is
bigger than, or equal to, the shaded area T ·P1.

be 500 bits/s, which is sufficient to transmit one nav-
igation message/second. This means that the devices
will be able to synchronize to the infrastructure each
second, and determine their location in the worst case
every few seconds (accounting for possible clock drift be-
tween navigation stations). Appropriate modifications
of the wireless card drivers of the sender (and receiver)
will allow the rate of the SecNav signals to be further
increased; this is part of our ongoing work.

6.2 Robustness
In this section, we analyze the robustness of Sec-

Nav to jamming and interference. Because SecNav uses
on-off keying it is generally not robust to continuous
interference or jamming. If the receiver receives suf-
ficient signal power within a predefined time slot, it
will interpret it as the symbol “1”. This means that
any interference whose average power within a time slot
T is above a predefined threshold P1 will be also in-
terpreted as the symbol “1” at the receiver. Contin-
uous interference or jamming will therefore turn each
SecNav navigation message into an unusable stream of
“1” symbols. However, due to the Manchester coding
and the digital signatures, SecNav messages still pro-
vide robustness to casual interference or jamming, and
enable message reconstruction. If, due to interference,
the navigation message ...100110..., followed by its dig-
ital signature sigKN{...100110...}, is received at the re-
ceiver as ...101110..., the receiver will be able to detect
that the error occurred in symbol three or four (i.e., a
symbol string 11 cannot be decoded into a valid bit us-
ing Manchester coding). Upon detection, the receiver
can reconstruct the message by turning symbols three
and four into 01 and 10 and observing which of the
messages (...101010... or ...100110...) corresponds to the
received signature. Here, on-off keying enables immedi-
ate and simple recognition of transmission errors, and
Manchester coding enables the receiver to reconstruct
the message.

If interference or jamming appears in random bursts,
those bursts might overlap with a part of the signal that
was transmitted as a “1” and thus cause no interference.
The probability of successful jamming (or harmful in-



terference) depends on the length of the jamming burst
and the length of the time slots (i.e., the symbol-width)
of the I-coded signal. The jamming burst scenario is
shown in Figure 9 and the probability of successful ran-
dom jamming (interference) is given by:

Pinter f =

⎧⎨
⎩

0 for wA < δ
T+wA−2δ

2T for δ ≤ wA ≤ T + 2δ
1 for wA > T + 2δ

(5)

where T it the width of the time slot, wA is the width
of the attackers pulse and δ is the width of the pulse
required to change a 0 to a 1. δ is a function of the
threshold P1, the time slot width T and the power of
the attackers transmission pA:

δ =
P1T
pA

(6)

As we can see from (5), narrow pulses of interference
(less than δ) are simply ignored. Equation (6) shows
that there are two ways a SecNav message can be made
more resistant to jamming. The first is increasing the
threshold P1 to force the attacker to either use more
power or“hit”the zeros in the SecNav transmission more
accurately. The second way to increase robustness is to
increase the width of the time slot T . To see this more
clearly we can rewrite (5) and (6) to:

Pinter f =
1
2

+
wA

2T
− P1

pA
for TP1≤pAwA≤T (2P1+1) (7)

Here it is clear that a bigger T forces the attacker to
spend more power, however, a larger time slot has the
unwanted consequence of lowering the bit rate. An in
depth analysis of the optimal setting for these parame-
ters is part of our ongoing work.

Regardless of the values of the above mentioned pa-
rameters the receiver will detect any successful jamming
or interference with 100% probability. Thus, while the
attacker can jam the system, he can not do so without
being detected.
6.3 Deployment of navigation stations

In order to compute its location, each client needs
to receive SecNav navigation signals from several (e.g.,
four) stations. However, given that SecNav signals em-
mited on the same channel mutually interfere, the de-
ployment of navigation stations need to ensure that no
location is covered by more than one station emmiting
on the same channel, and that each location is covered
by at least three (four in 3D) stations (emmiting on
different channels).

Ideally we would like the entire navigation area to be
covered by all the channels in use (i.e., if there are 4
channels being used, the entire area should be covered
by all 4). Unfortunately this is very hard to achieve if
the area is too big to be covered by a single navigation
station, since multiple stations on the same frequency
interfere with each other. If we have a precisely con-
fined area and a lot of time it is possible to pre-measure
the entire space and, using directional antennas, create

Figure 10. Navigation stations placed in a hon-
eycomb (hexagonal) grid. The circles indicate
their transmission range.

an environment almost free of interference. A more in-
teresting case, however, is the one where we want to
cover an arbitrary area with navigation stations with-
out the use of directional antennas or variable power
ranges. We make only two assumptions: (i) that we can
approximately predict the radius of the transmission of
the navigation stations and (ii) that the area covered by
each navigation station is ruffly circular.

Under the above assumptions we can use a honey-
comb (hexagonal) grid [15] such as the one shown in
Figure 10. In this setup every point in the coverage
area is covered by at least 3 (and at most 4) naviga-
tion stations. This means that the client will know that
something is wrong if it receives less than 3 or more
than 4 beacons.

Figure 11 is a close up of a part of the coverage area.
A node will conclude that it is within the shaded area
shown in Figure 11(a) if it receives 3 beacons and within
the shaded area in Figure 11(b) if it receives 4 beacons.
Since every point in the space is covered by at least 3
beacons, a node that receives only 3 beacons can con-
clude that non of them are malicious. This is because an
attacker can only add new signals, not remove the ones
that are already there. If the node receives 4 beacons,
as shown in Figure 11(b), either of signals from the far
left or far right nodes might be a fake signal sent by the
attacker, thus the area of uncertainty is larger.

Using a honeycomb grid we can cover an arbitrary
area with enough signals to provide a granularity of A4b
in the case of 4 beacons and A3b in the case of 3 beacons,
where A3b and A4b are given by:

A3b = R2
(√

3− π
2

)
; A4b = R2

(
9
√

3−4π
6

)
(8)

where R is the transmission range of the navigation sta-
tions. With a range of R = 100m we get areas of uncer-
tainty corresponding to squares of about 40×40 meters
in the best case and 70×70 meters in the worst case.

7 Related work
In the last decade, a number of indoor localization

systems were proposed, based notably on infrared [56],
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Figure 11. An example of the localization granu-
larity using seven frequencies and a symmetrical
deployment scheme (all transmission ranges are
the same). (a) shows the case with three beacons
received (b) shows the case with four beacons re-
ceived.

ultrasound [57, 37], received radio signal strength [1, 19,
4] and radio time-of-flight [27, 11] techniques. These
localization techniques were also extended to wireless
ad hoc networks [7, 3, 52, 35, 42, 34, 10, 32].

Recently, a number of secure distance and location
verification schemes have been proposed. Brands and
Chaum [2] proposed a distance bounding protocol that
can be used to verify the proximity of two devices con-
nected by a wired link. Sastry, Shankar and Wagner [41]
proposed a distance bounding protocol, based on ultra-
sonic and radio wireless communication.

Kuhn [24] proposed an asymmetric security mecha-
nism for navigation signals, based on hidden message
spreading codes. Lazos et al. [25] proposed a set of
techniques for secure positioning of a network of sen-
sors based on directional antennas. Both these ap-
proaches, however, remain vulnerable to attacks includ-
ing the replay of aggregated navigation signals. Čapkun
and Hubaux [53, 54] propose a technique called verifi-
able multilateration, based on distance-bounding, which
enables a local infrastructure to verify positions of the
nodes. Lazos et al. [26] propose an extension of their
work in [25] that copes with the replay of navigation sig-
nals. In [55], Čapkun et al. propose a secure localization
scheme based on hidden and mobile base stations. Al-
though these techniques prevent message replays, they
assume bi-directional communication between the in-
frastructure and the devices and require that stations
and devices are equipped with fast processing (O(ns))
hardware. We pose no such requirements in SecNav-F.
For SecNav-R, we require similar processing speed as
found in GPS receivers. Li et al. [28] and Liu et al. [29]
propose statistical methods for securing localization in
wireless sensor networks. In [51], the authors propose
a secure localization scheme based on RSS-based rang-
ing. These techniques assume a limited attacker that
can only modify a fraction of navigation messages ex-
changed between the nodes, or has limited processing
speed. We do not make such assumptions in SecNav.

Similarly to localization, time synchronization has
equally been thoroughly studied, especially in the con-

text of sensor networks [47]. In this context, there are
several prototype implementations, such as RBS [9],
TPSN [12], FTSP [31], that can achieve synchronization
precision of a few microseconds. Time synchronization
techniques have been shown to be vulnerable to signal
manipulation attacks, similar to those that affect lo-
calization [13]. Several solutions emerged that detect
such attacks; in [13] Ganeriwal et al. propose and im-
plement a secure time synchronization scheme for sensor
networks that effectively detects pulse-delay attacks. A
related solution was later proposed by Sun et al. in [46].
In [30], authors analyze the impact of malicious attacks
on time synchronization to sensor network applications
and middleware services such as shooter localization.
All these solutions assume bi-directional communication
between a reference node and the synchronizing node (or
between the infrastructure and the synchronized nodes).
In SecNav, we do not make such assumptions; SecNav
achieves secure time-synchronization through broadcast
communication from reference nodes to the synchro-
nizing nodes and is therefore well suited for securing
reference-broadcast time-synchronization schemes. An
overview of secure localization and secure time synchro-
nization in wireless networks can be found in [36].
8 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed SecNav, a novel secure
navigation protocol based on navigation signal broad-
casts. We showed that this protocol prevents a wide
range of attacks on localization and time synchroniza-
tion, including message forgery and replay; SecNav is
the first navigation system that effectively prevents lo-
cation spoofing attacks using aggregated signal replays.

We proposed two instances of SecNav: SecNav-R,
which secures range-based navigation, and SecNav-F,
which secures range-free navigation. Our implementa-
tion of SecNav-F using 802.11b shows that this scheme
can be efficiently deployed using available technology.
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